®

Where we are distributed
Mandarin Knitting Technology S.r.L. was founded in 2011 in Italy
and has since established itself in the international market as an
important distribution company for high tech knitting machines.
Thanks to constant engineering research, Mandarin Knitting
Technology S.r.L. offers cutting edge machinery, characterized
by their reliability and their technological value, responding to the
most current needs of the sector: digitization, connectivity,
sustainability.
On the strength of its Italian origins, the company combines
sophisticated technologies with a deep knowledge of the
authentic Made in Italy textile tradition.
Mandarin Knitting Technoloy S.rL. team is made of technicians,
programmers, creatives and textile production professionals,
with the task of transferring technical knowledge.
Full training, prompt assistance, research and development of
innovative textile products: these are the services guaranteed to
customers.

®

Tecnology
1- The precise positioning of the yarn carriers
ensures an excellent knitting weave.
2- The high precision needle bed is in top quality
steel treated with numerical control technologies
and produced in several widths (inches).
3- Touch screen display
4- The lightweight carriage with double stand makes
inversion faster CQR (Carriage Quick Return).
5- The intarsia yarn carrier allows intarsia knit in
many colors.

6- The weft device allows special techniques:
duvet effect, woven effect, also multicolour.
7- The special hooked takedown comb
guarantees more stable performance.
8- Intelligent control allows co-ordinated
movement of grippers and cutters.
9- Sinker system: controlled by a step motor,
adjustable to different stitches, gives different
shaping and textures.
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Industry 4.0
Mandarin technology is the protagonist of the digital transformation that is interesting the textile industry.
Mandarin flat knitting machines are connected to the web and the dedicated HJManage software allows
monitoring via PC, without manual intervention. This allows production control from anywhere in the world,
program transfer, access to data and reports, and much more.
Each machine has a simple and intuitive man-machine communication interface. This provide access to
the various features, allowing you to manage models of processing, set parameters and easily perform
maintenance.
The result is the optimization of the production process, ease of management, reduction of energy
consumption.
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Knit Innovation Center:

training and research center
Knit Innovation Center is a project born in response to the current needs of the Made in Italy textile sector. A
physical place, in which high level training and the textile industry meet, coexist and contaminate each other.
For students: the goal of Knit Innovation Center is to train a new generation of knitwear professionals,
backed by advanced technological know-how and Italian textile knowledge. It offers training courses for
Product Managers, Fashion Designers, Textile Reserchers, Knitwear Programmers and Maintenance
Technicians for textile machinery.
For companies: Knit Innovation Center is a partner in research and development of innovative fabrics, and
in the development of samples. The center offers machinery and a team of creatives and programmers. In
this technological laboratory companies find training courses for employees, sampling service, support for
innovation, experimentation and tests on yarns, fabrics and innovative designs.

FASHION

F20-152F
F20-151F

1) Gauge: 2.5G, 3G, 3.5G.
2) Needle bed width: 60 80 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by AC server motor with 32 optional
speed settings, maximum speed 1 m/s.
4) Knitting system: single carriage with two systems/ single
carriage with one system.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by AC server motor with movement within 4
inches, with precision regulation.
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm system moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Transfer: able to transfer needles from front to back and vice
versa simultaneously.
10) Stitch density: controlled by a step motor, 32 densities to
choose from, 0-720 subdivision regulation technology, which
makes the length of the knitted pieces more precise.
11) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches (*), gives different shaping and textures.
12) Takedown roller: provided with a double roller system (main and
auxiliary), particularly suitable for thick knits; programmable
instructions, controlled by a step motor, pull with 32 levels of
variable power, 0-100 subdivision regulation.
13) Yarn feeder: 2x8 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 4 guides,
can be moved to any position.
14) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of the knitted piece, end of
job, counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety
stop.
15) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
16) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
17) Grippers and cutters (*): 2 groups of grippers and cutters on
the left and right/1 group of grippers and cutters on the left.

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with either single carriage and
two systems (F20-152F), or single carriage and one system (F20151F).
The needle cams are designed for a mixed structure.
The LCD format machine control interface makes operation simple and easy to understand.
The machine has a host of textile features, especially suitable for
automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single faced,
front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc., including geometric or free patterns.

(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-132S CQR
F20-2 CQR

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with single carriage and two
systems that can transfer needles individually or simultaneously;
the needle can be transferred also when the other system is knitting.
The LCD format machine control interface makes operation easy
and simple to understand.
The S series comes with a takedown comb device with which it
can knit single pieces automatically from the first to the last rank
and production becomes more intelligent: yarn is saved and production efficiency is increased.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single
faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc.

1) Gauge: 5G, 6G, 7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 15G, 16G,
18G e 5.7G, 6.2G, 7.2G multi-gauge.
2) Needle bed width: 52/45 53 56 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 32
optional speed regulations; maximum speed is 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: single carriage with two systems.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
2 inches; for precision regulation (4 inches on thick gauges, with
double bed racking).
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Takedown combs (on S series only): use of hooked combs
provides reliable yarn collection and release.
10) Grippers and cutters (on S series only): includes 2 pairs of
cutters and 4 grippers, individually controlled by 6 motors located
separately on both sides of the needle bed.
Job orders can be carried out simultaneously or separately in
order to reduce the use of yarn to the minimum necessary.
11) Transfer: each system is complete with transfer, knitting, tucking
and end of job, and produces with maximum efficiency.
12) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 32 densities to choose
from, 0-650 subdivision regulation technology, which makes the
length of the knitted pieces more precise.
13) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches (*), gives different shaping and textures.
14) Takedown roller (*): programmable instructions, controlled by a
step motor, pull with 32 levels of variable power, 0-100
subdivision regulation.
15) Yarn feeder: 2x8 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 4 guides,
can be moved to any position (yarn carriers for intarsia are
available).
16) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of knitted piece, end of job,
counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety stop.
17) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
18) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-133S CQR
F20-3 CQR

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with single carriage and three
systems that can transfer needles individually or simultaneously;
the needle can be transferred also when another system is knitting.
The LCD format machine control interface makes operation simple and easy to understand.
The S series comes with a takedown comb device with which it
can knit single pieces automatically from the first to the last rank
and production becomes more intelligent: yarn is saved and production efficiency is increased.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for the automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single
faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc.

1) Gauge: 5G, 6G, 7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 15G, 16G, 18G e
5.7G, 6.2G, 7.2G multi-gauge.
2) Needle bed width: 52/45 53 56 60 80 100 (inches).
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 32
optional speed regulations; maximum speed is 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: single carriage with three systems.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
2 inches; for precision regulation (4 inches on thick gauges, with
double bed racking).
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Takedown combs (on S series only): use of hooked combs
provides reliable yarn collection and release.
10) Grippers and cutters (on S series only): includes 2 pairs of
cutters and 4 grippers, individually controlled by 6 motors located
separately on both sides of the needle bed.
Job orders can be carried out simultaneously or separately in
order to reduce the use of yarn to the minimum necessary.
11) Transfer: each system is complete with transfer, knitting, tucking
and end of job, and produces with maximum efficiency.
12) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 32 densities to choose
from, 0-650 subdivision regulation technology which accurately
checks the length of the knitted pieces.
13) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches (*), gives different shaping and textures.
14) Takedown roller (*): programmable instructions, controlled by a
step motor, pull with 32 levels of variable power, regulated by
0-100 subdivision.
15) Yarn feeder: 2x8 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 4 guides,
can be moved to any position (yarn carriers for intarsia are
available).
16) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of the knitted piece, end of
job, counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety
stop.
17) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
18) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-2X
F20-3X

CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE
CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with single carriage and two
systems (F20-2X CQR) or with single carriage and three systems
(F20-3X CQR) that can transfer needles individually or simultaneously; the needle can be transferred also when the other system is knitting. The LCD format machine control interface makes
operation easy and simple to understand.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for automatic production of Special Shoe Uppers, operations with special yarns and Lycra, reinforcement on shoe toes
and heels and/or where necessary, and jacquard knits: double or
single faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc.,
including geometric or free patterns.

1) Gauge: 14G S.U.
2) Needle bed width: 52 72 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 32
optional speed regulations; maximum speed is 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: single carriage with two systems / single
carriage with three systems
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
2 inches; for precision regulation (4 inches on thick gauges, with
double bed racking).
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Grippers and cutters (*): includes 2 pairs of cutters and 4
grippers, individually controlled by 6 motors located separately on
both sides of the needle bed.
Job orders can be carried out simultaneously or separately in
order to reduce the use of yarn to the minimum necessary.
10) Transfer: each system is complete with transfer, knitting, tucking
and end of job, and produces with maximum efficiency.
11) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 32 densities to choose
from, 0-650 subdivision regulation technology, which makes the
length of the knitted pieces more precise.
12) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches(*), gives different shaping and textures.
13) Yarn feeder: 2x8 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 4 guides,
can be moved to any position (yarn carriers for intarsia are
available).
14) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of knitted piece, end of job,
counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety stop.
15) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
16) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-204
F20-206

TANDEM CQR
TANDEM CQR

®

Computerized flat knitting machine, with high efficiency, either
with two carriages and four systems (F20-204 CQR TANDEM) or
two carriages and six systems (F20-206 CQR TANDEM), that can
transfer needles individually or simultaneously; the needle can be
transferred also when another system is knitting.
The F20-204 CQR TANDEM machine can work with four systems
with coupled carriages or in tandem with two carriages in two
systems while the F20-206 CQR TANDEM machine can work with
six systems with coupled carriages or in tandem with two carriages in three systems.
The LCD format machine control interface makes operation simple and easy to understand.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for the automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single
faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc.

1) Gauge: 7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 15G, 16G e 5.7G, 6.2G,
7.2G multi-gauge.
2) Needle bed width: 80 100 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 32
optional speed regulations; maximum speed is 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: two coupled carriages with four systems or in
tandem 2+2 systems/two coupled carriages with six systems or
in tandem 3+3 systems.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
2 inches; for precision regulation.
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Transfer: each system is complete with transfer, knitting, tucking
and end of job, and produces with maximum efficiency.
10) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 32 densities to choose
from, 0-650 subdivision regulation technology which accurately
checks the length of the knitted pieces.
11) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches (*), gives different shaping and textures.
12) Takedown roller (*): programmable instructions, controlled by a
step motor, pull with 32 levels of variable power, 0-100
subdivision (double roller on request).
13) Yarn feeder: 2x8 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 4 guides,
can be moved to any position (yarn carriers for intarsia are
available).
14) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of the knitted piece, end of
job, counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety
stop.
15) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
16) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F22-202

CQR TANDEM

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with two carriages and two systems that can transfer needles individually or simultaneously; the
needle can be transferred also when another system is knitting.
The LCD format machine control interface makes operation easy
and simple to understand.
It can work with two systems with coupled carriages or in tandem
with two carriages with two systems.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single
faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc, including geometric or free patterns.

1) Gauge: 7G, 9G, 12G, 14G, 16G and 5.7G, 7.2G multi-gauge.
2) Needle bed width: 80 100 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 36
optional speed regulations; maximum speed is 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: two coupled carriages with two systems or in
tandem 1+1 systems.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping, fully fashioned.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
2 inches; for precision regulation.
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Transfer: each system is complete with transfer, knitting, tucking
and end of job, and produces with maximum efficiency.
10) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 36 densities to choose
from, 0-640 subdivision regulation technology which accurately
checks the length of the knitted pieces.
11) Sinker system: controlled by a step motor, adjustable to different
stitches (*), gives different shaping and textures.
12) Takedown roller (*): programmable instructions, controlled by
a step motor, pull with 32 levels of variable power, 0-100
subdivision (double roller on request).
13) Yarn feeder: 2x6 yarn carriers(*) on both sides of the 3 guides,
can be moved to any position (yarn carriers for intarsia are
available).
14) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of the knitted piece, end of
job, counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety
stop.
15) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
16) Network functionalities (data transmission): knitting data can
be loaded, downloaded and shared through high speed Ethernet.
17) Power supply: 220V single phase provided with CMOS
technology, storage and recall in the event of a blackout.
18) Volume and weight:
length x width x height: 3800 x 870 x 1900 mm
net weight 900 kg.
Earthing
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F22-1S CQR
F22-1 CQR

®

Computerized flat knitting machine with single carriage and one
system, the LCD format machine control interface makes operation easy and simple to understand.
The S series comes with a takedown comb device with which to
knit single pieces automatically from the first to the last rank, for
more intelligent knitting production: yarn is saved and production
efficiency is increased.
The machine has a host of textile functions and is especially suitable for automatic production of jacquard knits: double or single
faced, front/back stitches, floating jacquard, pointelle, etc, including geometric or free patterns.
Absolutely cost-efficient as compared with paralleled products,
reducing the cost of buyers, making it a stun for buyers to tackle
the rapid changes of the current market.

1) Gauge: 7G, 9G, 12G, 14G, 16G e 5.7G, 6.2G, 7.2G multi-gauge.
2) Needle bed width: 52 72 (inches)
3) Knitting speed: controlled by an AC server motor with 36
optional speed regulations: maximum speed 1.2 m/s.
4) Knitting system: single carriage with one system.
5) Knitting function: transfer, tuck, pointelle, intarsia, jacquard,
shaping, concealed shaping.
6) Racking: controlled by an AC server motor with movement within
1 inch, with precision regulation.
7) Probe alarm system: the safety alarm device moves vertically
(up and down) and horizontally (left and right).
8) Encoder: comes with an advanced counting system.
9) Takedown combs (on S series only): use of hooked combs
provides reliable yarn collection and release.
10) Grippers and cutters (on S series only): includes 2 pairs of
cutters and 4 grippers, individually controlled by 6 motors located
separately on both sides of the needle bed.
Job orders can be carried out simultaneously or separately in
order to reduce the use of yarn to the minimum necessary.
11) Transfer: able to transfer needles from front to back and vice
versa simultaneously.
12) Stitch density: controlled by step motor, 36 densities to choose
from, 0-640 subdivision regulation technology, which makes the
length of the knitted pieces more precise.
13) Takedown roller (*): programmable instructions, controlled by a
step motor, pull with 32 levels of variable power, 0-100
subdivision regulation.
14) Yarn feeder: 2x6 yarn carriers (*) on both sides of 3 guides, can
be moved to any position.
15) Safety system: the alarm activates automatically if the yarn
breaks, rolls up or rises, wraparound of the knitted piece, end of
job, counting error, needle crash, programming error or safety
stop.
16) Control system:
- Display: provided with a 7 inch industrial LCD screen with
graphics interface; can be used traditionally with keys or as a
touch screen.
Input provided by USB or internet.
- Monitoring menu: each operating parameter can be set in more
languages and can be altered also during work in progress.
17) Power supply: 220V single phase provided with CMOS
technology, storage and recall in the event of a blackout.
18) Volume and weight:
length x width x height: 2500 x 800 x 1900 mm
net weight 850 kg.
Earthing
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-152F
F20-151F

F20-132S CQR
F20-2 CQR

F20-133S CQR
F20-3 CQR

F20- 2X CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE
F20- 3X CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE

COMPUTERIZED FLAT
KNITTING MACHINE.

COMPUTERIZED FLAT
KNITTING MACHINE.

COMPUTERIZED FLAT
KNITTING MACHINE.

COMPUTERIZED FLAT KNITTING MACHINE.
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2/3

4/6
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2.5G, 3G, 3.5G

5G, 6G, 7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 15G,
16G, 18G e 5.7G, 6.2G, 7,2G MULTI GAUGE

5G, 6G, 7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 15G,
16G, 18G e 5.7G, 6.2G, 7,2G MULTI GAUGE

14G s.u

7G, 8G, 9G, 10G, 12G, 14G, 16G

7G, 9G, 12G, 14G, 16G e 5.7G,
7.2G MULTI GAUGE

60”, 80”

52”/45” 53” 56”

52”/45”, 53”, 56”, 60”, 80”, 100”

52”/72”

80”, 100”

80”, 100”

1 m/s

1,2 m/s

1,2 m/s

1,2m/s

1,2 m/s

1,2 m/s

4”

2” (on thick gauge 4” with
double bed racking)

2” (on thick gauge 4” with
double bed racking)

2”

2”

1”

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

ADVANCED COUNTING SYSTEM.

-

AVAILABLE WITH S SERIES:
HOOKED NEEDLES.

AVAILABLE WITH S SERIES:
HOOKED NEEDLES.

-

-

-

2 GROUPS OF GRIPPERS AND CUTTERS
ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT/1 GROUP OF
GRIPPERS AND CUTTERS ON THE LEFT.

AVAILABLE WITH S SERIES:
2 PAIRS OF CUTTERS, 4 GRIPPERS,
CONTROLLED INDIVIDUALLY BY 6
MOTORS ON 2 SIDES,
WILL WORK TOGETHER OR
SEPARATELY.

2 GROUPS OF GRIPPERS
AND CUTTERS ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT.

2 PAIRS OF CUTTERS, 4 GRIPPERS,
CONTROLLED INDIVIDUALLY BY 6 MOTORS
ON 2 SIDES,
WILL WORK TOGETHER OR SEPARATELY (*).

-

-

FROM FRONT TO BACK AND
VICE VERSA SIMULTANEOUSLY.

EACH SYSTEM CAN WORK
INDIVIDUALLY.

EACH SYSTEM CAN WORK
INDIVIDUALLY.

EACH SYSTEM CAN WORK
INDIVIDUALLY.

EACH SYSTEM CAN WORK
INDIVIDUALLY.

EACH SYSTEM CAN WORK
INDIVIDUALLY.

STEP MOTOR.

STEP MOTOR.

STEP MOTOR.

STEP MOTOR.

STEP MOTOR.

STEP MOTOR.

32 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

32 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

32 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

32 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

32 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

36 LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM.

TECHNOLOGY
WITH 0-720 SUBDIVISION.

TECHNOLOGY
WITH 0-650 SUBDIVISION.

TECHNOLOGY
WITH 0-650 SUBDIVISION.

TECHNOLOGY WITH 0-650 SUBDIVISION.

TECHNOLOGY WITH 0-650 SUBDIVISION.

TECHNOLOGY WITH 0-640 SUBDIVISION.

STEP MOTOR ADJUSTABLE
FOR DIFFERENT STITCHES (*).

STEP MOTOR ADJUSTABLE
FOR DIFFERENT STITCHES (*).

STEP MOTOR ADJUSTABLE
FOR DIFFERENT STITCHES (*).

STEP MOTOR ADJUSTABLE FOR DIFFERENT
STITCHES (*).

STEP MOTOR ADJUSTABLE FOR DIFFERENT
STITCHES (*).

-

TAKEDOWN ROLLER

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

PROGRAMMABLE INSTRUCTIONS.

S SERIES WITH
TAKEDOWN COMB

-

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER.

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER.

-

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER.

-

MODELLO
MACHINE DESCRIPTION

CARRIAGE
NO. OF SYSTEMS
GAUGE
NEEDLE BED WIDTH
CARRIAGE SPEED

NEEDLE BED RACKING

ENCODER

TAKEDOWN COMB

GRIPPERS AND CUTTERS

NEEDLE TRANSFER
FUNCTION

STITCH DENSITY
DENSITY

REGULATION

SINKER SYSTEM

F20-204 CQR TANDEM
F20-206 CQR TANDEM
COMPUTERIZED FLAT KNITTING MACHINE.

F22-202 CQR TANDEM
COMPUTERIZED FLAT KNITTING MACHINE.

(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

F20-152F
F20-151F

F20-132S CQR
F20-2 CQR

F20-133S CQR
F20-3 CQR

F20- 2X CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE
F20- 3X CQR SHOE UPPER SERIE

F20-204 CQR TANDEM
F20-206 CQR TANDEM

F22-202 CQR TANDEM

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER,
SECONDARY ROLLER(*).

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER,
SECONDARY ROLLER(*).

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER,
SECONDARY ROLLER(*).

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER, SECONDARY ROLLER (*).

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER, SECONDARY ROLLER (*).

MAIN DOUBLE ROLLER, SECONDARY ROLLER (*).

PULL LEVELS

32 VARIABLE LEVELS
WITH STEP MOTOR.

32 VARIABLE LEVELS
WITH STEP MOTOR.

32 VARIABLE LEVELS
WITH STEP MOTOR.

32 VARIABLE LEVELS WITH STEP MOTOR.

32 VARIABLE LEVELS WITH STEP MOTOR.

32 VARIABLE LEVELS WITH STEP MOTOR.

SUBDIVISION

0 - 100

0 - 100

0 - 100

0 - 100

0 - 100

0 - 100

2 X 8 YARN CARRIERS (*)

2 X 8 YARN CARRIERS (*)

2 X 8 YARN CARRIERS (*)

2 X 8 YARN CARRIERS (*)

2 X 8 YARN CARRIERS (*)

2 X 6 YARN CARRIERS (*)

ON 2 SIDES OF 4 GUIDES THAT CAN
MOVE IN ANY POSITION.

ON 2 SIDES OF 4 GUIDES THAT CAN
MOVE IN ANY POSITION, YARN
CARRIERS FOR INTARSIA AVAILABLE.

ON 2 SIDES OF 4 GUIDES THAT CAN
MOVE IN ANY POSITION, YARN CARRIERS FOR INTARSIA AVAILABLE.

ON 2 SIDES OF 4 GUIDES THAT CAN MOVE
IN ANY POSITION.

ON 2 SIDES OF 4 GUIDES THAT CAN MOVE
IN ANY POSITION.

ON 2 SIDES OF 3 GUIDES THAT CAN MOVE
IN ANY POSITION.

ALARM SYSTEM

WITH HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL PROBE.

WITH HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL PROBE.

WITH HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL PROBE.

WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PROBE.

WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PROBE.

WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PROBE.

SAFETY SYSTEM

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

SAFETY STOP AUTOMATICALLY
PROTECTED.

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

MODELLO
SERIES WITHOUT
TAKEDOWN COMB

YARN CARRIERS

DISPLAY (WITH KEYS OR
TOUCH SCREEN)

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

- 7 INCH INDUSTRIAL LCD
- GRAPHICS INTERFACE
- USB OR INTERNET INPUT

MONITORING MENU

MANY LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED
ALSO DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

MANY LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED
ALSO DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

MANY LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED
ALSO DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

MORE LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED ALSO
DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

MORE LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED ALSO
DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

MORE LANGUAGES, CAN BE ALTERED ALSO
DURING WORK IN PROGRESS.

PATTERN CONTROL
SOFTWARE SYSTEM

VISUAL, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

VISUAL, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

VISUAL, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

VISIBLE, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

VISIBLE, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

VISIBLE, INTUITIVE, UPDATABLE.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD
AND SHARE FILES.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD
AND SHARE FILES.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD
AND SHARE FILES.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD AND SHARE
FILES.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD AND SHARE
FILES.

ETHERNET TO LOAD, DOWNLOAD AND SHARE
FILES.

POWER SUPPLY

- 220V SINGLE PHASE/380V
THREE PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT
OF A BLACKOUT

- 220V SINGLE PHASE/380V
THREE PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT
OF A BLACKOUT

- 220V SINGLE PHASE/380V THREE
PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT
OF A BLACKOUT

-- 220V SINGLE PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT OF A
BLACK OUT

- 220V SINGLE PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT OF A
BLACK OUT

- 220V SINGLE PHASE
- CMOS TECHNOLOGY
- STORAGE AND RECALL IN THE EVENT OF A
BLACK OUT

VOLUME WEIGHT

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
-330x1050x2080/3150x1050x2080
- NET WEIGHT 1600 kg / 1500 kg

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
2750x950x2050
- NET WEIGHT 1200 kg

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
3020x950x2050
- NET WEIGHT 1250 kg

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
2750 X 950 X 2050 / 3020 X 950 X 2050
NET WEIGHT 1050 kg / 1250 kg

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
3900 X 950 X 2050/ 4450 X 1050 X 2050
NET WEIGHT 1420 kg / 1650 kg

- LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT
3800 X 870 X 1900
NET WEIGHT 900 kg

DATA
TRANSMISSION

EARTHING
(*) OPTION ON REQUEST

Luglio 2019

MANUALE REFERENCE
SOFTWARE
Traduzione del manuale originale - Rev. 00-2017

®

Macchina per maglieria
MANDARIN
Modelli coperti:

F20-2
F20-3
F20-132S
F20-133S
F20-133S-I
F20-152F
F20-2X
F20-3X
F20-204
F20-206
F20-202

Mandarin Knitting Technology S.r.L.

Società Unipersonale Via San Giuseppe, 21/B - 31015 Conegliano (TV) Italy
Capitale Sociale Euro 100.000 Int. Vers. - Cod. Fisc. e P. Iva IT04447010267 – REA TV 350660
Tel. (+39) 0438 412211 Fax (+39) 0438 410834 Email: info@mandarinkt.com

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
To ensure safe use of our
machines, please read
the operating manuals
carefully before use.

As our products are constantly updated, we reserve the right to alter the information in this catalogue without notice.
All information refers to technical components already completed or under development and construction by the mother company.
Full or partial reproduction of this catalogue is prohibited.

Certification
For several years the company has had the ISO9001 certificate and 36 patents.
Besides, it keeps developing with a collaboration with many engineering universities.

®

Mandarin Knitting Technology S.r.L. - Società Unipersonale
Via San Giuseppe, n. 21/B - 31015 Conegliano (TV) - ITALY
Tel. (+39) 0438.41.22.11 - Fax (+39) 0438.41.08.34
info@mandarinkt.com - www.mandarinkt.com

